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Bring on the Video Revolution for
Learning
Gordon Freedman June 3, 2017

Classic Indian Head Television Studio Test Pattern Introduced by RCA 1947

This essay is an extension of the upcoming June 8 Webinar – The Classroom
of the Future – a Virtual Summit produced by Kaltura.com, a video
management solution widely used in industry, media and education.

When I was invited by Kaltura to join a five-person panel on the Classroom of
the Future, I had an immediate and visceral reaction. Who can say that there
will be classrooms in the future? But I do know for sure that there will be
video. But how will we get it beyond its infancy?

While we patiently wait for the flying cars, can someone please innovate with
video for learning, education and training? Humans are first and foremost
visual processors. The largest part of our brain is devoted to sight and the
associated senses of hearing and symbol usage rely on circuits in the occipital
area of our brains. Our imaginations, and our conceiving and learning of new
concepts, rely on visualizing in our brains things we cannot see in real life,
using this same circuitry.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/gordonfreedman
https://connect-registration.kaltura.com/?v=gordon
http://www.kaltura.com/
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Ever since film, television and video came on the scene they were
experimented with for education, training and learning. Generally, this meant
projecting people speaking in a classroom or online giving a lecture. Or it
meant video clips augmenting a primary text and a few static visuals. In all
the years since managing video online has gotten easier, the creativity and
connectivity of video has not been significantly improved for teaching and
learning.

Meanwhile, in entertainment and in science, the use of visual mediums,
animation and visualization in images, graphics or data has soared. Our
consumption and expectations about visual material have accelerated as the
commerce of entertainment on our smart phones and tablets is essentially a
visual menu to the whole planet.

Consider the YouTube statistics alone:

The total number of people who use YouTube: 1,300,000,000.
300 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every minute!
Almost 5 billion videos are watched on YouTube every single day.
In an average month, 8 out of 10 18–49 year-olds watch YouTube.

The figures are astounding and growing. YouTube alone has altered the
culture of technology and entertainment globally. Given this, why has video
lagged so far behind in education? Static pages and still images, online and in
print, predominate in K12, higher education and training. When video is
used, it is mostly uninspiring. And who is to say watching cats riding
autonomous vacuum cleaners is not a form of learning?

These are questions I have begun to ask myself since I am in a unique
position of having been a network news producer in Washington, D.C. and an
executive producer in Hollywood. The centrality of moving pictures in news,
narrative and entertainment is undeniable. Yet, my early years in media,
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television and film have never crossed over in my mind to my work in
education technology and online learning. This was primarily because video
in the classroom or online was, and is, not conceived as a primary medium for
learning.

Instead, my work in online learning and education technology in both K12
and Higher Ed has focused on greater interactivity, higher quality data and
now adaptability to uniquely mold to each individual user. But this trend that
occupies the nascent learning science field uses very little imagery. Sure, TED
talks abound, but they are some form of personal communication that for the
moment is in vogue, and have replaced taking heads with well-scripted roving
bodies. It is still a person on a stage captured in video.

Maybe the time has come to think about how we can affordably combine
video in deeper learning and training. Narrative video that mixes sound,
music, language and visual imagery feeds multiple sensory-processing areas
in the brain, which is known to increase learning potentials. This mixed mode
of produced learning experiences or more elaborate, well-produced examples
of concepts or processes is severely underdeveloped.

In the past, it was difficult to handle video online and time-consuming to
create quality animations. All of that has changed. Google on the open web
and companies like Kaltura that have open and proprietary products are
changing how we search, manage, tag, and automatically move video. Video
creation and capture is now migrating to mobile devices and audio-to-text
translators have made these processes nearly child’s play. But most of all,
there are many extremely talented young people who know how to make
video, mix sound and music and move it around electronically. They might
not reside in the online learning department, but they are present on
campuses in good numbers.
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There are many use cases that will emerge when we start thinking of how to
routinely use video. For example, in the training and workforce areas where
there are many skilled-based jobs available, most job applicants and training
course creators might not know what it looks like or sounds like to do a
particular job. Where are the short video intros to a range of skilled jobs?

The barriers to innovation in education technology are quite high.
Unfortunately, this has to do with the stasis on campus and the inclination to
keep purchasing niche teaching and learning solutions that are antiquated
and not used outside of education. On average, only 50% of faculty use the
campus Learning Management Systems (LMS) at any depth. So, it is not the
best place for learning videos or integrated learning with video to be housed. 

In the early days of the LMS, the lecture capture companies tried hard to
attach their video capture and video management solutions to the LMS. But
today this is a limited strategy as video is everywhere and the LMS has not
evolved alongside commercial and consumer tools online or in apps.

Is it possible that a “video-first” learning system could evolve where video,
visuals and visualizations and their audio counterparts are the center point of
learning, and text materials augment them instead of visa versa? This method
brings with it the ability to reinterpret text in a video framework, meaning
you could easily see what has been read and what has not.

At the end of the day, I prefer a good book in my hand. I revere great writing
and even well-conceived textbooks. That said, there is an unexplored universe
where video can enter the mainstream of teaching and learning through low-
cost, high-value communication methods. I would not mind trying my hand
at combining my love of film and television with digging deeper into adaptive
learning and personalization.

Also, there is the question of VR. With goggles on, learning can literally be in
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your face. Talking heads now are face to face with you, and the ability to
display more than one interaction adaptively is quite seems a natural. I put
VR in the flying car realm. I would like to see great examples. For now, I
would be content if well-produced video can go mainstream as a primary area
of innovation in learning.

Gordon Freedman is President of the National Laboratory for Education
Transformation (www.NLET.org), a California-based 501(c)(3) non-profit
committed to transforming 20th century education into 21st century
learning. Freedman's film and television credits are found on IMDB.

http://www.nlet.org/
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0293178/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1

